Delivering integrated analytics, visualization, and security compliance for better business outcomes.

About Us
Headquartered in Ottawa, Ontario, Attain Insight® is a trusted analytics technology advisor to government
and private sector firms, focused on delivering the right data-driven solutions that elevate decision-making for
better business outcomes. Reseller partnerships with IBM®, Esri®, Precisely®, and technology expertise with
Microsoft®, SAP®, and Oracle, offering on-premise, cloud, hybrid-cloud, and hosted analytics solutions.
Specialized in (but not limited to): big data, analytics, AI, data science, visualization, location & map
intelligence, data and information security, enterprise data access control, license compliance management,
and migration.
Incorporated in 2008, Attain Insight has since made significant investments in acquiring proprietary
technology to further develop into proven solutions to meet the needs of its clients including: Attain Insight
Security 4X® for enterprise centralized security administration, access control and compliance management
and Attain Insight Map IntelligenceTM a location intelligence platform, plug and play with leading big data
analytic solutions, like IBM Cognos® Analytics and Esri ArcGIS®. The company is also unique as being the only
IBM partner offering ‘in-country’ ITSG-33 compliant hosted analytic solutions to assist with challenging
customer environments.
Dedicated to helping clients obtain maximum value from their Analytics software, Attain offers the breadth
and depth of expertise in project management and team augmentation from planning and deployment - to
training. The company specializes in fixed priced contracts, providing highly skilled business and technical
talent for Business Analytics, Security and Location Intelligence related projects. Attain Insight provides
consulting services (secret clearance if required) for short-term and long-term contracts. Sampling of
customers include: Alterna Savings Bank, Bank of Canada, TD Enterprise Real Estate, Elections Canada,
Export Development Canada, Government of Maine, Global Affairs Canada, Health Canada, Ottawa Police
Services, Public Safety, Integra Life Sciences, Veolia Water Technologies, to name a few.

Technology
Attain Insight is experienced implementing a range of high-value complementary technologies such as:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Analytics, Data Science and AI
Business Intelligence (BI) and Reporting
Visualizations, Dashboards, Scorecards
Performance Management
Strategy Planning
Quality of Service Management

•
•
•
•
•
•

Location & Map Intelligence
Content & Data Security for Cognos
Centralized LDAP Administration
Authorized User Access Control
Enterprise Security Policy Compliance
License Compliance Management

Solutions
Because every business is unique, Attain Insight prides itself in listening to the needs of the customer and
delivering a solution that is 100% focused on addressing the key requirements of the business. In addition,
we offer industry-leading IBM-certified technologies to complement IBM Cognos software including:

•
•
•
•

Geospatial (GIS) Analytics
Information & Data Access Protection
Fixed Asset Maintenance Cost
and Depreciation Analytics
Real-Property Utilization Analytics

•
•
•
•
•

Sales Territory Mapping Analytics
Insurance and Mortgage Fraud Analytics
Product and Activity Cost Analytics
Software License Compliance
System, Server, and User Migration
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Training
At Attain Insight we know that proper training is essential to the success of your business analytics software
solution. Customers who invest in training realize the highest ROI in the shortest time period. We help you
find comprehensive training that allows administrators, developers, professional authors and business
analysts to master the skills required to be proficient with the Business Analytics software. Investing in
education will benefit you with reduced costs, better ROI on your software investment, higher satisfaction
amongst the users within your organization and lower dependency on your internal helpdesk/IT staff.
Research shows a close link between software training, employee skill level and project success. In fact,
well-trained teams in certain disciplines have been found to be 10 percent more productive and were able
to focus on higher value-added activities such as planning, refining processes, and improving
infrastructure.
In addition to the standard training offerings (public, private, self-paced), we offer customized training for a
range of users ensuring their success with their solution. Our on-staff certified instructors provide technical
knowledge transfer to your business analytics and IT teams as well as role-based user training tailored for
functions throughout your organization.

Services

Attain Insight helps remove the complexity of planning and implementing your next Analytics project. Our
consultants employ best practices, anticipate issues before they occur, and safeguard your project from
costly errors and delays.
Tailored to serve the needs of our clients, we offer assistance at all levels and stages including strategic
consultations, solution design, project management, software and licensing purchases, training, testing
and technical staffing to complete development plans for either on-premise or hosted solutions.
Our services include, but not limited to:

•
•
•
•
•

Performance Management Strategy
Data Quality Management
Analytics Project Management
Hosted Implementations
Technical Assessment Services

•
•
•
•

Data Warehouse Design and
Implementation Oversight
Analytics Project Management
Assessment Services
Migration and Upgrade Services

What Our Customers Are Saying
Alterna Savings Bank
“You guys really know your stuff and have been there for us every step of the way.”
Public Safety Canada

“Attain Insight always delivers the right solution at the right time.
We have no question about which IBM Cognos vendor we want to do business with.”

Integra Life Sciences
“Attain Insight Security 4X is an amazing product, it’s saved us -- not once, but twice!
From what could have been a very costly software audit - to the fastest data warehouse move!”
Veolia Water
“Security 4X has really accelerated the process of building security policies. It has also simplified a lot
of local administration, allowing our 15 Cognos Admins to concentrate on critical priorities.”
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